Pharmacists providing EHC also have a role in chlamydia testing and treatment. Please complete the CPPE e-learning “Sexual Health in Pharmacies”; read and sign the Azithromycin PGD. Local training is also arranged annually. Please attend the next available event following commencement of service.

### Declaration of Competence route

Are you competent and confident in all of the following:

- Consultation skills with young people;
- Importance of offering CuID coil as an option in EC and stressing its superior efficacy to EHC;
- Knowing when and which of Levonorgestrel and Ulipristal should be supplied;
- Knowing how to deal with safeguarding concerns?

**Yes**

Complete and sign CPPE Declaration of Competence (completing all relevant distance learning packs/assessments).

Familiarise yourself with local referral options through Hope House (www.hopehouse.nhs.uk/)

Familiarise yourself with local safeguarding contacts through the CCG Live website (https://gcare.glos.nhs.uk)

Familiarise yourself with further information sources for Young People (Respect Yourself Website & EHC Resources order form)

**No**

Identify appropriate CPD to rectify (if several deficiencies, contact Joanne Mutton and register for local training).

### Local training route

Contact Joanne Mutton (Joanne.Mutton@glos-care.nhs.uk) to obtain details of next local training and register interest.

Complete all relevant CPPE packs and assessments listed on CPPE DoC before attending local training.

Obtain and read PGDs from LPC website or links on PharmOutcomes;

Send completed signature sheets to Angelika.Areington@gloucestershire.gov.uk

**Yes**

Have you been accredited (and have experience of) supply of EHC under PGD elsewhere in the county?

**No**

Identify appropriate CPD to rectify (if several deficiencies, contact Joanne Mutton and register for local training).

**No**

Complete all relevant CPPE packs and assessments listed on CPPE DoC before attending local training.

Obtain and read PGDs from LPC website or links on PharmOutcomes;

Send completed signature sheets to Angelika.Areington@gloucestershire.gov.uk

**Yes**

Do not start this cycle without checking whether the pharmacy you are working in is commissioned to provide the service!